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The best master builders in the
whole of Europe and Arabia want
to demonstrate their skill. Employ
the most suitable teams of builders
and make sure that you always have
enough of the right currency.

south, they all want a proper wage and
insist on their native currency.
With their help, towers can be constructed, gardens laid out, pavilions
and arcades erected and seraglios and
chambers built. Compete against your
opponents to build the ALHAMBRA.

Because no matter whether they are,
stonemasons from the north or horticulturalists from the

Equipment
rZ[HY[PUN[PSLZ– showing the
famous Lion Fountain

rTVUL`JHYKZPUMV\YJ\YYLUJPLZ these are used to
buy the building tiles from the market to make your
own Alhambra.

rI\PSKPUN[PSLZ – showing 6 different kinds of buildings. They are the pieces you use to build your own
Alhambra. They have up to three wall segments on
them.
Wall
Seraglio

Garden

Money cards in four different colors:
blue, green, orange and yellow, with values from 1 to 9.
Arcades

rZJVYPUNJHYKZ which turn up during the game (in the
pile of money cards).

Pavilion

-A-

Pavilion
Chambers

Name of the
building

Pavilion
Seraglio
Arcades
Chambers
Garden
Tower

Tower

Price

1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Pavilion
Seraglio
Arcades
Chambers
Garden
Tower

-B1.
8
9
10
11
12
13

rI\PSKPUNTHYRL[ with four squares, each for one building tile. There is a different currency for each square.

r[PSLYLZLY]LIVHYKZ^P[OWVPU[Z[HISLZ

rZJVYPUNIVHYK to show each player’s score
using the …

rZL[VMY\SLZ

2.
1
2
3
4
5
6

rIHN

rJV\U[LYZ– each player has a counter for the scoring
board and a counter for his starting tile.

6IQLJ[VM[OLNHTL
Players who have the most building tiles of each kind in
their Alhambra at the right time – in the scoring rounds –
are awarded points, the exact amount depending on the
type of building. Players also receive points for the longest part of wall they have built around their Alhambra.

Price NumberName of building

There are 6 different kinds
of buildings. The table shows
the prices of the buildings
and how many of each of the
buildings there are.

More points are awarded in each scoring round. The
winner is the player who has been awarded the most
points by the end of the game.

2-8
3-9
4-10
5-11
6-12
7-13

7x
7x
9x
9x
11x
11x

Pavilion
Seraglio
Arcades
Chambers
Garden
Tower
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Getting ready to play
r,HJOWSH`LYPZNP]LUHZ[HY[PUN[PSL, which they place on
the table in front of them, and JV\U[LYZ in the color
of their choice. One counter is placed on the starting
tile and the other in the bottom left corner of the scoring board.
r;OLI\PSKPUN[PSLZHYLW\[PU[OLIHNYLHK`MVY[OL
start of play.

starting tile

r7\[[OLI\PSKPUNTHYRL[ in the middle of the table and
the ZJVYPUNIVHYK at the end of the table.
rI\PSKPUN[PSLZ are taken at random from the bag and
WSHJLK in order on the four numbered squares of the
I\PSKPUNTHYRL[, beginning with square 1.

Pavilion

,HJOWSH`LYPZNP]LUH[PSLYLZLY]L
IVHYK^P[OHWVPU[Z[HISL which
he puts in full view in front of
him. The points table shows
how many there are of each kind
of building tile and how many
points can be won with them.

Garden

Arcades

Seraglio

Building market

r;OL[^VZJVYPUNJHYKZHYL[HRLUMYVT[OLWHJRVM
TVUL`JHYKZand put to one side for the time being: the
rest of the pack is shuffled.
r,HJOWSH`LYPZUV^NP]LU[OLPYZ[HY[PUNTVUL` To do
this, one card at a time is taken from the money pile
and placed face-up in front of a player until the [V[HSPZ
VYTVYL (the currency is not important at this stage).
The next player is then given their money. When all
the players have been given their money, they pick up
their cards. From now on each player‘s money is kept
secret.

Note: This ensures that no-one receives money totalling more than
28 or less than 20.

1st

r;OLWSH`LY^P[O[OLML^LZ[JHYKZZ[HY[Z"PM[^VVYTVYL
players are equal the player with the lowest amount of
money starts. If the players are still equal the youngest
starts.

2nd

3rd

4th

5th pile

r-PUHSS`TVYLTVUL`JHYKZHYLSHPKMHJL\W in the
middle of the table next to the building market.
1st scoring

r;OLYLZ[VM[OLTVUL`JHYKZHYLKP]PKLKPU[VMP]L
roughly equal piles. Shuffle the “1st Scoring Round”
card into the second pile and the “2nd Scoring Round”
card into the fourth.
Then put the piles on top of one another with the
fifth pile on the bottom, then the fourth, the third, the
second and finally the first at the very top. The whole
pile is then placed face-down next to the building
market.

1
2nd
3rd
4th
5th pile
st

2nd scoring

Note: This ensures that the two scoring cards do not come into the
game too early, too late, or too soon after one another.

3
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How to play
Play proceeds in a clockwise direction, beginning with
the starting player.
The player whose turn it is must do one of three things:
;HRLZVTLTVUL`
)\`HUKWVZP[PVUHI\PSKPUN[PSL
9LKLZPNU[OLPYV^U(SOHTIYH
After a player’s turn is over, any money cards and building tiles which have been removed are replaced with
UL^VULZZV[OH[[OLYLHYLHS^H`ZVMLHJO
;HRPUNTVUL`
A player can take any VULVM[OLTVUL`JHYKZ from those
lying face-up, or ZL]LYHSTVUL`JHYKZPM[OL`KVUV[HKK\W
[VTVYL[OHU (the currency does not matter).

Example: you could take both the cards on the left or one
of the other two.

)\`PUNHUKWVZP[PVUPUNI\PSKPUN[PSLZ
)\`PUN[OL[PSLZ
A player can buy a I\PSKPUN[PSL from the building market. He must WH`H[SLHZ[[OLWYPJLZOV^UVU[OL[PSL and
use the currency displayed next to the tile in the building
market. )\[[HRLJHYLUVJOHUNLPZNP]LU

Price

Color

Example:
You want a garden for your
Alhambra.
The garden on offer costs 10. You
have two money cards of this
currency in your hand and decide
to buy the garden. However, as you
cannot pay exactly 10 of the blue
currency (but only 11), your turn is
then over; you do not receive any
change.

Garden

The money used to pay for the tile is placed on a discard
pile next to the building market.
0M`V\JHUWH`[OLL_HJ[HTV\U[P[PZZ[PSS`V\Y[\YUHUK
`V\JHUKLJPKLVUJLTVYL^OPJOVM[OL[OYLLVW[PVUZ`V\
^V\SKSPRL[V[HRL
While it is your turn, UVUL^[PSLZHYLWSHJLKVU[OL
I\PSKPUNTHYRL[. It is only H[[OLLUKVM`V\Y[\YU that the
empty squares are refilled with new tiles.
0[PZ[OLYLMVYLWVZZPISL[VJHYY`V\[HTH_PT\TVM
actions during your turn (paying the exact amount four
times and then either taking money or redesigning your
Alhambra).
7VZP[PVUPUN[OL[PSLZ
You can either:
add your new building tile to your
Alhambra or place it on your
reserve board. You can have as
many building tiles on your reserve
board as you want.

Garden

Chambers

Arcades

Seraglio

4
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9\SLZMVYI\PSKPUN`V\Y(SOHTIYH

The following combinations are NOT allowed:

You must build your Alhambra according to the
following rules:

r(KQVPUPUNZPKLZT\Z[IL[OLZHTL i.e. they must either
both have a wall or both not have a wall.

Chambers

r(SSI\PSKPUN[PSLZT\Z[IL[OLZHTLVYPLU[H[PVU as your
starting tile (i.e. all roofs must point upwards).

8

r@V\T\Z[ILHISL[VYLHJOLHJOUL^I\PSKPUN[PSL
VUMVV[ from the starting tile without crossing a wall
and without going off the tiles.
r,HJOUL^[PSLT\Z[ILQVPULK[V`V\Y(SOHTIYHI`H[
SLHZ[VULZPKLPLP[JHUUV[ILQVPULKQ\Z[H[HJVYULY
r@V\T\Z[UV[SLH]LHU`ZWHJLZ (i.e. an empty area
surrounded on all sides by building tiles).

8

The tile is oriented
incorrectly.

8
Turm

Gemächer

A side with a wall is
joined to a side without
a wall.
Chambers

The “on-foot rule” has not been
followed: the tower cannot be reached
from the starting tile without crossing
a wall.

8

The building tiles are
not joined by at least
one side.

Chambers

Chambers

8

Arcades

Tower

Arkaden

Seraglio

Putting the “Arcades” tile
in the position shown would
create an empty area completely surrounded by tiles.

Seraglio

9LKLZPNUPUN`V\Y(SOHTIYH
There are three ways in which you can redesign your
Alhambra:
r@V\JHU[HRLHI\PSKPUN[PSLMYVT`V\YYLZLY]LIVHYK
HUKHKKP[[V`V\Y(SOHTIYH.
r@V\JHUYLTV]LHI\PSKPUN[PSLMYVT`V\Y(SOHTIYH
and W\[P[VU`V\YYLZLY]LIVHYK.

Example: you buy a building tile and pay the exact amount so it is
still your turn.
You decide to buy another building tile and you manage to pay the
exact amount again.
It is therefore still your turn and you decide to redesign your Alhambra. You can, for example, remove a building tile from your Alhambra and exchange it for one on your reserve board.
This brings your turn to an end. You can now add your newly bought
building tiles to your Alhambra by placing them in the best possible
position or alternatively you can put them on your reserve board.

r@V\JHUL_JOHUNL a building tile on your reserve board
for one in your Alhambra. If you do this, the new building tile in your Alhambra must go in exactly the same
place as the one you remove.
When you are redesigning your Alhambra, you must
still follow the building rules. @V\HYLUV[HSSV^LK[VYL
TV]L[OLZ[HY[PUN[PSLVYL_JOHUNLP[MVYHUV[OLY[PSL.

5
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([[OLLUKVM`V\Y[\YU
It is only YPNO[H[[OLLUKVM`V\Y[\YU – i.e. after any
redesigning you may have carried out – that you HKK[OL
I\PSKPUN[PSLZ`V\OH]LIV\NO[ to your Alhambra or place
them on your reserve board. You can add the newly
bought building tiles PUHU`VYKLY`V\^PZO.

Seraglio

Pavilion

When your turn is over, it is the next player’s turn. Before the next player decides what to do, HU`TVUL`JHYKZ
VYI\PSKPUN[PSLZ^OPJOOH]LILLUYLTV]LKHYLYLWSHJLK
^P[OUL^VULZ so that there are four of each again. If you
reach the end of the money cards, the discarded money
is shuffled and placed face-down to make a new pile.

Garden
Tower

Example: the tiles on 2 and 4 have been removed. The squares are
refilled in order – the first tile goes on 2 and the second on 4.

:JVYPUN
There are ZJVYPUNYV\UKZ during the game. The first two
take place when the scoring cards are drawn from the pile
of money cards. The third and MPUHSZJVYPUNYV\UK[HRLZ
WSHJLH[[OLLUKVM[OLNHTL.
When a scoring card is drawn, it is put to one side
(withdrawn from the game) and the next card or cards
are used to bring the number of money cards up to four.
But before the next player starts his turn the scores are
calculated.
In each scoring round, points are awarded to whoever
has the most of each kind of building. Players are also
given points for the length of the wall around their Alhambras.

Note: the price of the building is not important for the scoring,
just the number of tiles! You must have at least 1 building tile of a
particular kind to be awarded points for that category.

-APavilion
Seraglio
Arcades
Chambers
Garden
Tower

7VPU[ZMVYOH]PUN[OLTVZ[VMLHJORPUKVMI\PSKPUN
Points are awarded for OH]PUN[OLOPNOLZ[U\TILYVMLHJO
VM[OLKPMMLYLU[RPUKZVMI\PSKPUNZThe number of points
a player receives depends on which kind of building it is.
In each case, the player with the most buildings is awarded the points for 1st place indicated on the ZJVYPUNJHYK
next to the name of the building.
Only the players with the TVZ[I\PSKPUNZ of each kind receive points when the “1st Scoring Round” card is drawn.
Points are awarded in the later rounds as follows: in the
“2UK:JVYPUN9V\UK (which takes place when the “2nd
Scoring Round” card is drawn), WVPU[ZHYLH^HYKLK[V
[OLWSH`LYZ^P[O[OLOPNOLZ[U\TILYHUKZLJVUKOPNOLZ[
U\TILYVMI\PSKPUN[PSLZVMLHJORPUK
If several players tie, the WVPU[Z for the respective places
are ZOHYLK. Points are always rounded down.
The 3rd round of scoring takes place at the end of the
NHTL"WVPU[ZHYL[OLUHSZVH^HYKLK[V[OLWSH`LYZ^P[O
the third highest number of buildings of each kind as
shown in the example and on the WVPU[Z[HISLVU[OL[PSL
YLZLY]LIVHYK
;HRLJHYL!I\PSKPUN[PSLZVU[OLYLZLY]LIVHYKZHYL56;
JV\U[LK[V^HYKZWSH`LYZZJVYLZ

Pavilion
Seraglio
Arcades
Chambers
Garden
Tower

-B1.
8
9
10
11
12
13

1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Example:
The player with the most
chambers is awarded 4
points.

2.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Example:
The player with the most
towers is awarded 13 points.
The player with the second
highest number of towers is
awarded 6 points.

Example: Kim and Nina each have 4 towers. They share the points for
1st and 2nd place: 13 + 6 = 19 points. The number is divided by two and
rounded down so they are each awarded 9 points.

These are the points awarded in the 3rd scoring round.
Example: The player with the highest number of pavilions is awarded
16 points. The player with the second highest number of pavilions is
awarded 8 points. The player with the third highest number of pavilions
is awarded 1 point.
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7VPU[ZMVY[OL^HSSHYV\UK`V\Y(SOHTIYH

2

As well as points for buildings, players are also awarded
points for the SVUNLZ[QVPULK^HSSHYV\UK[OLPY(SOHTIYHZ.

This wall would

1

3 score 8 points.
Pavilion

,HJOZPKLVMH[PSL^P[OH^HSSZLNTLU[VUP[JV\U[ZMVY
WVPU[.

4
5

No points are awarded for walls which are back-to-back,
i.e. internal walls.

Chambers

Tower

6

The points awarded to a player are recorded on the scoYPUNIVHYK,HJOWSH`LYTV]LZ[OLPYJV\U[LYVULZWHJL
forward for each point that they have been awarded.

Arcades

This wall is
shorter and is
therefore not
counted

Garden

There are no
points for internal walls.

Arcades

7
Arcades

Seraglio

8

,UKVM[OLNHTL
The game ends when – at the end of a player’s turn –
[OLYLHYLUV[LUV\NOI\PSKPUN[PSLZSLM[PU[OLIHN[VIYPUN
[OL[V[HS\W[VMV\YHNHPU

Note: the building market is refilled with the remaining tiles as far
as possible.

The YLTHPUPUNI\PSKPUN tiles from the building market
are given to the players who have the most money of
the respective currency in their hand (it does not matter
how much the building costs). If two or more players
have the same amount of money then that building tile
remains on the building market. Building tiles given to
players in this way may then be added to their Alhambras in accordance with the building rules.
The third and final scoring round now takes place.
;OLWSH`LY^OVSLHKZVU[OLZJVYPUNIVHYKHM[LY[OPZSHZ[
YV\UKOHZ^VU0M[^VWSH`LYZHYL[PLK[OLNHTLPZHKYH^

9\SLZMVYWSH`PUN^P[O[^VWSH`LYZ
9PNO[HM[LY[OLMPYZ[ZJVYPUN round Dirk is given 6 more
tiles. These are also randomly drawn from the bag and
placed with his others.

The normal Alhambra rules apply with the following
changes:
The deck normally contains three of each money card.
>P[OWSH`LYZYLTV]LVULVMLHJOJHYKYLZ\S[PUNPUH
KLJRVMJHYKZ

After the 2UKZJVYPUNYV\UK+PYRPZNP]LUTVYLI\PSKPUN
[PSLZ. This time he is not necessarily given 6 but is instead
given a [OPYKVM[OL[PSLZYLTHPUPUNPU[OLIHNYV\UKLK
KV^U.

There is an PTHNPUHY`[OPYKWSH`LY Let us call him Dirk.
Dirk does not build an Alhambra but KVLZJVSSLJ[I\PS
KPUN[PSLZ. Dirk does not have any turns.

Only one rule is different for the two players: Whenever they buy a building tile instead of adding it to their
Alhambra or placing it on their reserve board, they hace
the new option of giving the building tile to Dirk.

([[OLILNPUUPUNVM[OLNHTLI\PSKPUN[PSLZHYLKYH^U
YHUKVTS`MYVT[OLIHN and put to one side for Dirk – in
full view of both players.
0U[OLZJVYPUNYV\UKZ+PYRPZH^HYKLKWVPU[ZMVYOH]PUN
[OLTVZ[VMHU`VM[OLKPMMLYLU[RPUKZVMI\PSKPUN but UV[
for an external wall.

© Copyright 2003 Queen Games, D-53842 Troisdorf, Germany
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE VIZIER’S FAVOUR
;OL=PaPLYZMH]V\Y is a module which allows the normal order of play to be interrupted for a special move:
the purchase of a building tile.

But this has its price.
The building must be paid for with the exact money but
you do not get an extra turn!

Equipment

)YPUNPUN[OL]PaPLYWPLJLIHJRPU[VWSH`

6 wooden vizier pieces in
the players’ colors.

,HJOWSH`LYUVYTHSS`OHZ[OYLLKPMMLYLU[VW[PVUZ^OLU
P[PZ[OLPY[\YU;HRLZVTLTVUL`r)\`HUKWVZP[PVUH
I\PSKPUN[PSLr9LKLZPNU[OLPY(SOHTIYH5V^[OLYLPZ
another option as well:

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

)YPUN[OL]PaPLYIHJRPU[VWSH`

Before the game begins,
each player receives the
vizier piece in their color which they place face up in
front of them. (You can only use the vizier piece when it is
face up.) The pieces which are not needed are removed
from the game.

The vizier piece is turned over so that it is face up.
It can now be used at any time for the special action.

5V[LZ
r0MZL]LYHSWSH`LYZ^HU[[V\ZL[OLPY]PaPLYH[[OLZHTL
time, the player who would be next in the order of play
comes first. (The player due to play next would be the first
– the player who has just finished their turn would be last.)

>PUUPUN[OL=PaPLYZMH]V\Y
,HJO[PTLHWSH`LYOHZJVTWSL[LS`MPUPZOLK[OLPY[\YU
any of the players may interrupt the normal order of play
and make a:WLJPHS4V]L by buying a building tile from
the building market and positioning it. However, they
can only do so on the following conditions:

r;OLV[OLYWSH`LYZTH`[OLUKLJPKLHNHPU^OL[OLY[OL`
want to use their vizier piece.

r[OLPY]PaPLYWPLJLT\Z[ILPUWSH`MHJL\W"

r>OLU[OLSHZ[I\PSKPUN[PSLZHYLILPUNKPZ[YPI\[LKH[[OL
end of the game, the vizier piece can no longer be used.

r[OL`T\Z[ILHISL[VWH`MVY[OLI\PSKPUN[PSL^P[O[OL
exact money.

r<ZPUN[OL]PaPLYWPLJLKVLZUV[HSSV^HWSH`LY[V[HRLH
workers’ hut (See the “Workers’ huts” module)

A player who makes this special move does not receive
the extra turn they would normally get by paying exactly.
The player then turns their vizier piece over (face down)
– it is now no longer in play. The player takes the building they want, pays the exact price and positions it according to the building rules or places it on their reserve
board. The player does not have an extra turn.
;OLI\PSKPUNTHYRL[PZ[OLUYLMPSSLKZV[OH[[OLYLHYL
buildings.
The normal order of play then resumes with the player
who would have been next.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CURRENCY EXCHANGE CARDS
;OLJ\YYLUJ`L_JOHUNL are six new playing cards
which can be picked up like money cards. They make
it much easier to pay exactly as if you hold one in your
hand you can pay with two currencies instead of one.

<UMVY[\UH[LS``V\JHUVUS`\ZLHI\YLH\KLJOHUNL
card once. After that, it is placed on the discard pile.

Equipment
6 currency
exchange cards:
playing cards which
each show two
different currencies
Example: a player has the following
four cards in their hand: 7 and 2
denars (blue), 9 florins (yellow) and
the blue-and-yellow currency exchange card.
With these cards he could buy either
the garden or the pavilion pictured.
He can now choose: either he pays 9
florins and 2 denars for the garden
or he pays 7 denars which is the exact money for the pavilion. In either
of these cases he plays his currency
exchange card which he must then
discard. He is not allowed to use his
currency exchange card twice.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
When the Palace of Alhambra money cards are
divided into five piles at the start of a game, [^VJ\YYLUJ`
L_JOHUNLJHYKZ are concealed in the 2UKYKHUK[OWPSLZ

/V^KV`V\NL[[OLJ\YYLUJ`L_JOHUNLJHYKZ&
When the top card taken from the money pile is a
currency exchange card, you lay it (like any other card)
face up next to the building market. There are always a
maximum of four cards showing, no matter whether they
are currency exchange cards or money cards.
The player whose turn it is may now take a currency
exchange card instead of money. You can have as many
currency exchange cards in your hand as you like.

Pavilion

Garden

5V[LZ
r>OLUHSS[OLJHYKZPU[OLTVUL`WPSLOH]LILLU\ZLK
the discarded cards – PUJS\KPUN the used currency
exchange cards – are shuffled and placed face down to
make a new pile.

/V^KV`V\\ZL[OLJ\YYLUJ`L_JOHUNLJHYKZ&
A building tile usually has to be paid for with the currency shown directly next to the building tile in the building
market.

r([[OLLUKVMLHJO[\YUHU`JHYKZ^OPJOOH]LILLU
removed are replaced with new ones so that there are
MV\YPU[V[HS – even if this includes one or more currency exchange cards.

If the currency exchange card also shows this currency
it can be played and the player can buy VULI\PSKPUN[PSL
using any combination of the two currencies on the card.

r>OLU[OLSHZ[I\PSKPUN[PSLZHYLKPZ[YPI\[LKH[[OLLUK
of the game, the currency exchange cards can no longer
be used.

9
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE BONUS CARDS
)VU\ZJHYKZ which have been played count as building
tiles in the scoring rounds. As they are not normally
played until later in the game, they can cause a few
surprises when the scores for the buildings are awarded.

However, you can only play them when you have added
the building pictured on the card to your Alhambra!

Equipment
10 bonus cards:
playing cards which
each show a picture
of a particular
building tile.

Tower

Arcades

Garden

Arcades

Example: A player has the building tile showing the number 10 and a
garden without a wall; the player has added it to their Alhambra and
laid the matching bonus card face up in front of them. This player
would now have two gardens in a scoring round.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The bonus cards are shuffled and dealt face down to all
the players as follows:

5V[LZ

with VYWSH`LYZ, each player receives IVU\ZJHYKZ"
with VYWSH`LYZ, each player receives IVU\ZJHYKZ"
and with WSH`LYZ, each player receives IVU\ZJHYK.

r0MHWSH`LYYLTV]LZHI\PSKPUN[PSLMYVT[OLPY(SOHTIYH
after having already played the matching bonus card,
the player must pick up the bonus card again. Neither
the bonus card nor the building tile on the reserve
board would then count during a scoring round. Only
when the building tile has been added to the Alhambra
again can the matching bonus card be played and then
count as an extra building in a scoring round.

Bonus cards which have not been dealt out are set aside
face down.

/V^[OLIVU\ZJHYKZ^VYR
On each bonus card, there is a picture of a particular
building tile. (Note: The 10 cards show the building tiles
which do not have a wall on them.)

r6UJL`V\OH]LHKKLK[OLI\PSKPUN[PSL[V`V\YV^U
Alhambra, you can play a matching bonus card at any
time, including during a scoring round.

A player who adds a building tile to their Alhambra during the game and also has the matching bonus card can
play this bonus card by laying it face up in front of him
at any time.

r0[TH`^LSSILHNVVKPKLH[VVUS`WSH`HIVU\ZJHYK
later on, for example to leave other players in the dark
as to who really has the most of that particular kind
of building. You may then perhaps be able to spring a
surprise during the third scoring round when there are
the most points to be won.

Once a bonus card has been played, it counts as an extra
building of that particular kind during the scoring rounds.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE WORKERS’ HUTS
There is a new kind of building for the Alhambra: [OL
^VYRLYZO\[. If a workers’ hut is positioned skilfully, it
can count as a maximum of three buildings of the same
kind. But the workers’ huts are not only important for

NL[[PUN[OLTVZ[I\PSKPUNZ"[OL`HSZVOLSWWSH`LYZ[VWSHU
[OLPY^HSSZIL[[LY<UMVY[\UH[LS`LHJOWSH`LYJHUVUS`
use a maximum of three huts.

Equipment
I\PSKPUN[PSLZ^OPJOZOV^ZP_KPMMLYLU[^VYRLYZO\[Z
There are workers’ huts in the same colors as each kind
of building in the original game.

V[OLYI\PSKPUN[PSLZPM[OLWSH`LYOHZQ\Z[IV\NO[[OLTPZ
added to the player’s own Alhambra or placed on their
YLZLY]LIVHYKHJJVYKPUN[V[OLI\PSKPUNY\SLZ,HJOWSH`LY
is allowed a maximum of [OYLL^VYRLYZO\[Z, including
those on their reserve board. The rules for YLKLZPNUPUN
[OL(SOHTIYHHSZV apply to the workers’ huts.
:JVYPUN^P[O[OL^VYRLYZO\[Z
r>OLUZJVYPUNH^VYRLYZO\[TH`JV\U[ as UV[OPUN
or as up to a maximum of three extra buildings of the
same color, depending on its position. If a workers’ hut
PZQVPULK[VVULI\PSKPUNVM[OLZHTLJVSVYP[JV\U[Z
as VULHKKP[PVUHSI\PSKPUNVM[OPZRPUKPMP[PZQVPULK[V
VY buildings of the same color, it counts as 2 or 3
buildings of this kind, as long as in each case there is
UV^HSS between the workers’ hut and the neighbouring
buildings of the same color.
r;OL^HSSZVU[OL^VYRLYZO\[[PSLZHYLZJVYLKPU[OL
same way as usual.

There are 3 blue … 4 brown

… 5 green

… 3 red

and 5 purple
workers’ huts.

… 4 white

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The workers’ huts are sorted according to their
The purple workers’ hut does not count as, although it
color, then each of the 6 piles is shuffled and placed face
is joined to a tower, it is separated from the tower by a
wall.
down next to the building market. Next, the
Example: The player
The upper brown
has already used 3 workers’
workers’ hut has
top workers’ hut of each pile is turned face up.
huts and is not allowed to
two neighbouring
/V^[VWSH`
take any more.
arcades without
any wall in between
,HJOWSH`LYUVYTHSS`OHZ[OYLLKPMMLYLU[VW[PVUZ
+1
and counts as 2
^OLUP[PZ[OLPY[\YU;HRLZVTLTVUL`r)\`HUK
extra arcades when
scoring.
WVZP[PVUHI\PSKPUN[PSLr9LKLZPNU[OLPYV^U
The lower brown
Alhambra). They now have another option:
workers’ hut has
I\PSKH^VYRLYZO\[.
one neighbouring
arcade and
)\PSKPUNH^VYRLYZO\[
+1
therefore counts as
You can take any one of the upturned workers’ huts
1 extra arcade.
+1
from the six piles. Then the next workers‘ hut in the
pile is turned face up.
+1
If all the tiles have been taken from a pile, this kind
of workers’ hut is no longer available. A workers’ hut
does not cost any money (and cannot therefore be paid for
exactly, which means there is no extra turn).
At the end of a turn, the workers’ hut (together with This Alhambra consists of 1 garden, 1 tower and 5 arcades.
Garden

Garden

Tower

Tower

Arcades

Arcades

Arcades

Arcades
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CITY GATES
;OLJP[`NH[LZ enable players to place buildings in
areas of their Alhambra which were previously out of
bounds.

Whereas players used to have to make sure that no city
wall blocked the way to the new building, a city gate can
now be used to provide the necessary access.

Equipment

The city-gate card is then removed from the game.

6 wooden city
gates and
6 playing cards
showing a city gate.

Tower

8

Arcades

4

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

Tower

Arcades

Take one wooden city gate
and one playing card for each of the players.
When the money cards in the original game are divided
into five piles at the start of a game, the JP[`NH[LJHYKZ
are inserted face down – spread out as evenly as
possible – in the YK[OHUK[OWPSL.

The use of a city-gate card enables players to lay buildings in places
which were previously out of bounds due to the “pedestrian rule”.
The city gate “opens” the city wall so that the “pedestrian rule” is
fulfilled again.

The wooden gates are placed near the building market.

/V^KV`V\NL[HJP[`NH[L&

5V[LZ

If the top card taken from the money pile is a city-gate
card, it is placed face-up next to the wooden gates VY put
on the discard pile if another city-gate card is in play.

r(WSH`LYJHUOVSKZL]LYHSJP[`NH[LJHYKZPU[OLPYOHUK

Another card from the pile is then turned over, until
there are once more four cards lying ready next to the
building market.

r;OLJP[`NH[LJHYKJHUHSZVIL\ZLKK\YPUNHUHJ[PVU
where the player redesigns their own Alhambra.

r(WSH`LYJHU\ZLZL]LYHSJP[`NH[LJHYKZPUVUL[\YU

r6UJLHJP[`NH[LOHZILLUWSH`LKULP[OLY[OLJP[`
gate nor the two building tiles lying under it can be
redesigned.

From now on a player can pick up the city-gate card
instead of a money card (or a currency exchange card from
the 1st expansion).

/V^KV`V\\ZLHJP[`NH[L&
Playing or using a city gate does not represent a separate
turn during the game. Instead, it allows a player to lay a
building tile which is only connected to the Alhambra by
a double wall and cannot be reached “on foot” from the
starting fountain. A wooden gate is placed on the newlycreated double wall (this therefore fulfils the pedestrian
rule again).
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE DIAMONDS
A new (fifth) currency has entered the game:
KPHTVUKZ! Diamonds can be used to buy any building tile, no matter what currency the building market
requires.

However, the diamonds cannot be combined with
money cards of other currencies when paying for a
building tile.

Equipment

Example: a player has the following two diamond cards in his hand:
5 and 4, and now has the choice of either paying the exact amount
for the red building, i.e. 9 diamonds; or the player can buy the brown
building or the light-blue building by paying more than the necessary
amount.
Example: the player may not combine diamonds with the yellow
currency to buy the tower.

10 money cards
showing “diamonds”,
the new currency,
with values from 3 to 9.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The diamond cards are
shuffled together with the other money cards.
The players then receive their starting money and the
game continues according to the rules of the original
game.

/V^KV`V\NL[KPHTVUKZ&

Seraglio

Tower

 SH`LYZVI[HPUKPHTVUKZPUQ\Z[[OLZHTL^H`HZV[OLY
7
money cards.

/V^KV`V\\ZL[OLKPHTVUKZ&
The diamonds are a new (fifth) currency in the game.
They can be used to buy any tiles from the building
market. Diamonds replace any of the other currencies.
However, you are not allowed [VJVTIPULKPHTVUKZ^P[O
V[OLYJ\YYLUJPLZ.

Pavilion

Arcades

5V[LZ
r+PHTVUKZJHUUV[IL\ZLK[VNL[OLY^P[O[OLJ\YYLUJ`
L_JOHUNL cards [1st expansion].
r+PHTVUKZKVUV[JV\U[ when the remaining building
tiles in the building market are distributed H[[OLLUKVM
[OLNHTL to the players who have the most money in
the various currencies.
r0[PZHSSV^LK[VWH`JOHYHJ[LYZ^P[OKPHTVUKZ
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CHARACTERS
,HJOVM[OLJOHYHJ[LYZ has a different ability which they
use in their owner’s service. These abilities enable players, for
instance, to make new moves, win bonus points or get

Equipment

W

additional money cards. However, only a player who is able
to make the highest offer will gain a character card.

W
v
v
v
v
@\Z\M,7HZZ\MM
3HPSH>\UKHIHO
-HY\R>PSSOHILU
the city watch the Caliph´s favorite des

to use his vizier piece [1st expansion].
The character cards have the following abilities:
Abdul Karim [1x] – when buying a building, Abdul pays the
exact amount, the player therefore gets the building for free
and a bonus turn.
Abdul Knihstig [v] – if the player buys a building at a price
of 10 or more, they may immediately pick up a face-up
money card.
Ammar El’Schauf [v] – provides the player with an additional redesigning action at the end of their turn (after laying
any new buildings).
Faruk Will’haben [v] – enables a player to take several
money cards if the total is not greater than 7 (instead of the
normal rule of up to 5).
Fatima [1x] – the player must decide immediately ,whether
they would like to retain Fatima (value: 8 points) or exchange her. Fatima is exchanged for the top face-down character card in the surplus pile. The new card is laid face-up
and can be used immediately.
Hakim Wahid [W] – counts as an extra half building for
one type of building in every scoring round. (The player
chooses a type of building in every scoring round.)
Laila Wundabah [v] – may exchange a building in the building market for a new building (taken face down from the bag)
before the player‘s turn. The old building is returned to the bag.
Machma Klain [v] – can exchange one of the player‘s
own money cards for one of the money cards lying face up;
the new card must be of the same or a lower value. The
other is put on the discard pile.
Yammerad [v] – the player can, at the start of their turn, take
the topmost money card from the pile, if they have fewer than 3
money cards in their hand. If this is not a money card, the corresponding rule is followed. The player can take another card.
Yusuf E’Passuff [W] – Every time the points are awarded for
the walls the player receives 1 point extra for every 3 points scored.

the trader

10 JOHYHJ[LYJHYKZ:
playing cards which
each depict a person.

.L[[PUNYLHK`
[VWSH`

When points are awardedMay
for exchange 1 building from
May take money cards up to
the city wall, he receivesthe
1 building market for a new
a value of 7.
extra point for every 3 points
building (from the bag) before
scored.
the player´s turn.

When the money cards of the original game are divided
up into the five piles at the start of a game, JOHYHJ[LY
JHYKZ are placed face down in UKYKHUK[OWPSLZ.
The remaining character cards are laid, face down, to
one side.

/V^KV`V\NL[JOHYHJ[LYJHYKZ&
If the top card taken from the money pile is a character
card, the game isPTTLKPH[LS`PU[LYY\W[LK and the card is
auctioned off.
The player who is due to play next assumes the role
VMH\J[PVULLYHUKTHRLZ[OLMPYZ[IPKVYWHZZLZ,]LY`
player must now in turn either PUJYLHZL[OLIPKVYWHZZ.
Players can only make bids which they can pay in VUL
J\YYLUJ`. Anyone who passes may not make any further
bid for this card. The player who makes the highest bid
gains the character card, places it face up in front of him
and may from now on make use of the effect of the card.
Players may have any number of character cards. If
no-one makes a bid for a character card, it is removed
from the game completely. After the auction, play continues with the player who was auctioneer.

/V^KV`V\\ZLJOHYHJ[LYJHYKZ&
The symbols in the top corners of the cards show when
and how often the characters‘ abilities can be used. A
player may only use 1 card with a diamond symbol [v]
in any one round. Cards with a [W] have an effect during
scoring rounds and cards designated [1x] are removed
completely from the game after they have been used.
Note: a player may not use any character cards if he decides
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CAMPS
There is a new type of building for the Alhambra:
[OLJHTW. Placed correctly, a camp gains an extra point
PULHJOZJVYPUNYV\UKMVYLHJOI\PSKPUN[PSLQVPULKPUH
direct line with it.

The building rules for the camps are somewhat different – they are basically built onto the outside of the city
walls.

Equipment

r;OLWLKLZ[YPHUY\SL[from the original game] does not
apply to camps

8 camp tiles – they show one or two reinforcements
for the city
walls of the
Alhambra,
the so-called
bastions.

Not allowed:
bastion, or
green side,
against a
bastion.

8

8
4

Arcades

Allowed: green side
against a green side and
bastion against a city
wall.

4

8

(^HYKPUNWVPU[ZMVYJHTWZ
Price

2 bastions

Direction of
scoring

The camps are included in
Not allowed:
L]LY`ZJVYPUNYV\UK.
green side, or
No points are awarded for
bastion, against a
side of a building
the camps themselves, but
without a city wall.
they result in L_[YHWVPU[ZMVY
I\PSKPUNZWVZP[PVULKPU[OLKPYLJ[PVUVM[OLHYYV^. The
L_[YHWVPU[ZHYLZJVYLKI`JV\U[PUN[OLI\PSKPUNZQVPULK
together in a Z[YHPNO[\UPU[LYY\W[LKSPUL in the direction
of the arrow. (Note: interior city walls do not interrupt the
line.),HJOVM[OLZLI\PSKPUN[PSLZYLZ\S[ZPUWVPU[ (Note:
starting fountain and workers‘ huts [from the 1st expansion]
are counted as buildings in this case.) For camps with [^V
HYYV^Z, points are awarded in IV[OKPYLJ[PVUZ.
Garden

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

8

The camps are shuffled together with the building tiles of
the original game and all these tiles are then placed in the
bag.

/V^[VWSH`
;OLJHTWZLU[LY[OLNHTLQ\Z[SPRL[OLI\PSKPUN[PSLZ!
they are placed on the building market and can be
bought for the price shown on them, in accordance with
the rules of the original game.
7VZP[PVUPUNJHTWZ

4 points
Just as with building tiles, camps have to be placed
either on the player‘s reserve board or in the player‘s
4 points
own Alhambra at the end of their turn. The following
changes are made to the building rules of the original 4 points are awarded for the camp
on the left; the opposite one - of
game:
course - counts for the same
r*HTWZHYLWVZP[PVULK[OLZHTLVYPLU[H[PVUHZ[OL
1 point
amount again. 2 points are awarded
starting fountain and the buildings.
for the camp below. A total of 10 extra points are awarded in this example.
r*HTWZJHUVUS`ILQVPULKI`[OLPYIHZ[PVU[V[OLJP[`
5V[LZ
^HSS of a building tile.
r7VPU[ZHYLH^HYKLKMVYJP[`^HSSZ^P[OHIHZ[PVUPUL_r*HTWZJHUVUS`[V\JOVULHUV[OLY with edges which do
actly the same way as for city walls without bastion.
not have bastions.
Arcades

Garden

Tower

1 point

Seraglio
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CITY WALLS
The *P[`>HSSZ module enables players to add to,
or close holes in, their city walls.

city-wall segment, the player first has to acquire the
corresponding city-wall card.

There are 12 city-wall segments. However, to use a

Equipment

bought, is in the Alhambra, or is in the reserve. Players
are not allowed to build over the printed walls.

8 playing cards, each
showing a particular
ZLNTLU[VM^HSS"
12 wooden city-wall
segments which are
add-ed to the player‘s
own Alhambra wall,
according to the illustration on the resp. city-wall card.

The new city wall(s) cannot be redesigned any more
until the end of the game and, as with the printed walls,
belong(s) to the building tile.

Arcades

4

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

Garden
Arcades

When the money cards in the original game are divided
into five piles at the start of a game, [^VJP[`^HSSJHYKZ
are shuffled randomly into the 2UKYK[OHUK[OWPSLZ.
The wooden city-wall segments are placed ready next to
the building market.

Seraglio

8

Chambers

Chambers

/V^KV[OLJP[`^HSSJHYKZLU[LY[OLNHTL&
Seraglio

If the top card taken from the money pile is a city-wall
card, it is placed face-up next to the board. (Several cards
may be lying face-up next to the board at any one time). A
card is taken from the pile and added to the money cards
UL_[[V[OLI\PSKPUNTHYRL[[VIYPUN[OLT\W[VHNHPU

Pavilion

5V[LZ
r7SH`LYZJHUI\PSKJP[`^HSSZVUHU`HWWYVWYPH[LI\PSKPUN
tile of their Alhambra, including on the starting fountain.

From now on there is an additional action available:
I\PSKHJP[`^HSS

r+\YPUNZJVYPUN[OLJP[`^HSSZJV\U[[OLZHTLHZ[OL
printed walls on the building tiles.

This action is available in addition to the three possible
actions from the original game: take some money, buy and
position a building tile or redesign your own Alhambra.

r(M[LYI\PSKPUNHJP[`^HSS[OL(SOHTIYHT\Z[Z[PSSIL
built according to the building rules.

)\PSKPUNHJP[`^HSS

r+\YPUN[OLI\PSKPUNVMHJP[`^HSSP[KVLZUV[TH[[LY
whether the tile the wall is positioned on has a printed
wall or not, as long as the player does not build over
the walls depicted on the building tiles.

A player may take any face-up city-wall card. The
WSH`LYUV^I\PSKZ[OL^HSSZVUHU`VMOPZ[PSLZ"OL\ZLZ
one or two of the wooden city-wall segments, as shown
on the card.
It does not matter whether the tile has been newly

r>VVKLUJP[`NH[LZ[2nd expansion] can only be used to
build over printed walls.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE THIEVES
 ;OL[OPL]LZ are twelve new playing cards which can be
picked up. They enable players to pick up money cards
of a certain currency when it is another player’s turn.

However, only one card can be taken no matter what
value it is. After using the thief card, it is removed from
the game.

Equipment

5V[LZ

12 playing cards, 3 in
LHJOVM[OLJ\YYLUJ`
JVSVYZ,HJOJHYKZOV^Z
a thief and the currency
which he can steal.

r(WSH`LYTH`WSH`ZL]LYHS[OPL]LZH[[OLZHTL[PTL
After each thief is used, the card he has taken is reWSHJLKZV[OH[[OLYLHYLMHJL\WTVUL`JHYKZVUJL
more.
r(WSH`LYTH`VUS`[HRLVULTVUL`JHYKMVYLHJO[OPLM
he plays. Players are UV[ allowed to take several money
JHYKZ^P[OHJVTIPULK]HS\LVM\W[V

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The thieves are shuffled and dealt
face-down to all players:
With HUKWSH`LYZ each player receives 4
[OPL]LZwith WSH`LYZ each player receives [OPL]LZ"
and with
HUKWSH`LYZ each player receives [OPL]LZ.
Thieves which have not been dealt out are removed,
face-down, from the game.

r0MZL]LYHSWSH`LYZ^HU[[V[HRLHJLY[HPUTVUL`JHYKH[
the same time, the player who is first in the order of
play has priority. (The player whose turn it is would be the
first - the player who has just ended his turn would be the
last in this order of play. Note: the player whose turn it is
may not play a thief.)
r0MHWSH`LY^HU[Z[VWSH`[OL=PaPLY[1st expansion], and
another wants to play a thief, the order of play decides
in this case as well. (See above) But a player is allowed
to first play a thief and then the vizier counter. (Note:
the player whose turn it is may, however, only play the vizier
counter.)

/V^[V\ZL[OL[OPL]LZK\YPUN[OLNHTL&
 ]LY`[PTLH[\YUPZJVTWSL[LS`V]LYHWSH`LYTH`PU[LY
,
rupt the normal order of turns and, as a ZWLJPHS[\YU use
his thief by picking up one of the face-up money cards in
the currency depicted. The thief that has been played is
then removed from the game.

Arcades

Seraglio

Pavilion

Tower

 OLVUS`L_JLW[PVU!
;
A player cannot
use a thief before
his own turn.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CHANGE
The *OHUNL module makes small change part of the
game. If a player pays too much for a building, he now
receives change.

;OLWSH`LYJHUI\`I\PSKPUNZ^P[O[OLJVPUZQ\Z[HZ^P[O
the money cards. They make it easier to pay the correct
amount of money for buildings.

Equipment

The coins lie face-up in front of the players. They have
a value of 1 and are used like notes of the corresponding currency. If a player uses coins to pay, the coins are
returned to the bag once they have been used.

 JVPUZPU[OL
J\YYLUJPLZ
each with a
value of 1,
1 bag

5V[LZ
r;OLIHNTH`ILLTW[`H[ZVTLWVPU[K\YPUN[OLNHTL
In this case no change is given.
r0[PZWLYTP[[LK[VKLSPILYH[LS`WH`MHY[VVT\JOPUVYKLY
to obtain more coins.
r7SH`LYZHSZVYLJLP]LJOHUNLPM[OL`WH`[VVT\JO[V
obtain character cards or to buy a camp [2nd expansion].

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

r*OHUNLPZHSZVNP]LUPM[VVTHU`KPHTVUKZHYLWHPK
[2nd expansion].

The coins are put in the bag and the bag is placed in easy
reach of all players.

r>OLUH[[OLLUKVM[OLNHTL[OLI\PSKPUN[PSLZ
remaining in the building market are distributed to the
players who have the most money in the corresponding
currency, the players include the coins when adding up
their money.

>OVPZNP]LUJOHUNL&
If a player pays too much when buying a building, he is
then entitled to change. For every two money units he
pays in excess of what he had to pay, the player can take
one coin from the bag.

Tower

Example: a player pays 17 of the blue
currency for the tower although it only costs 10. He has paid 7 units
too much. He can therefore take 3 coins from the bag.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE STREET TRADER
The :[YLL[;YHKLYZ module means that citizens can
Skill in placing the trader tiles is required, as every time
NHPULU[Y`[V[OLI\PSKPUNZVM[OLWHSHJL,_[YHWVPU[ZHYL a street trader has to make way for a building, an a
awarded for them during the scoring rounds.
citizen of the right color can move in.

Equipment

(after the building work) placed on a free square again
next to any building tile of the player‘s own Alhambra.

 ^VVKLUJP[PaLUZ
7 in each of the
I\PSKPUNJVSVYZ"JPYJ\SHY[YHKLY[PSLZ

7VPU[ZMVY[OLJP[PaLUZ
 VPU[ZHYLH^HYKLKMVYHSSJP[PaLUZVUI\PSKPUN[PSLZ"[OL
7
points differ depending on the series of different colors.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
Before the building tiles are placed in the building
market, each player is given a trader tile and a citizen of
each color. The player secretly chooses three of these
citizens and places them on his trader tile. All other citizens go to form the general stock and are laid ready next
[V[OLI\PSKPUNTHYRL[,HJOWSH`LYWSHJLZOPZ[YHKLY[PSL
with the three selected figures on any side of his starting
fountain.

A series consists of:
rJVSVY$WVPU[
rJVSVYZ$WVPU[Z
rJVSVYZ$WVPU[Z

 rJVSVYZ$WVPU[Z
 rJVSVYZ$WVPU[Z
 rHSSJVSVYZ$WVPU[Z

Example: a player has a total of 3 red, 2 white, 2 green and 1 blue
citizen in his buildings. He therefore has three series, which bring
the following points: 10 points are awarded for the “red-white-greenblue” series, which uses 4 different citizens; 6 points are awarded
for “red-white-green”, which uses 3 different citizens; and 1 point
is awarded for “red”, made up of one citizen. Overall the player is
awarded 17 points.

/V^KV[OLJP[PaLUZNHPULU[Y`[V[OLI\PSKPUNZ&
If a player builds a building where a trader tile has been
placed (either a new building or if he is redesigning an
existing building work), the trader tile is first laid to one
side. If the color of the building matches the color of an
citizen on the trader tile, the player can place this citizen
on the building tile.

5V[LZ
r:L]LYHSJP[PaLUZVM[OLZHTLJVSVYJHUILVU[OL[YHKLY
tile, but only one of these citizens may move into a
building at any one time.
r(I\PSKPUNJHUILI\PS[^OLYLH[YHKLY[PSLPZWVZP[PVULK
even if the color of the citizens does not match the
building color. In this case, no citizen moves into the
building.

Seraglio

r0MHI\PSKPUN^P[OHJP[PaLUPZKPZTHU[SLK[OLJP[PaLUPZ
returned to the general stock.

Now he chooses a new citizen from the general
stock and positions him on his trader tile. If
the general stock has been used up, no new
citizen can be taken.
If the color of the building does
not match any of the colors of
the citizens on the trader tile, the
player can exchange a citizen from
the general stock for one of
the citizens on his trader tile.
In both cases, the trader tile is, at the end of the turn

r>OLUWSHJPUN[OL[YHKLY[PSLVUS`VULVM[OLI\PSKPUN
rules of the basic game counts: the ban on building
“diagonally”.
r*P[PaLUZTH`UV[ILWSHJLKVU^VYRLYZO\[Z[1st expansion].

Seraglio
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE TREASURE CHAMBER
 ULTPLZHWWYVHJO;OL*HSPWOZ;YLHZ\YL*OHTILY
,
must be cleared and the treasure taken to safety.
The treasure chests are placed in buildings of the same

color. This earns players extra points in the scoring rounds.

Equipment

put in buildings which are on the player‘sYLZLY]LIVHYK.
If not all chests can be distributed among a player‘s own
buildings, the rest of the chests are given to the player to
the left who now has the opportunity to distribute these
chests among his own buildings. If chests are still left
over, they are passed to the next player. Chests which
cannot be placed I`HU`WSH`LY are YL[\YULK[V[OLIHN.
Now the emptied room of the treasure chamber is
YLMPSSLK^P[OJOLZ[Z[HRLUYHUKVTS`V\[VM[OLIHN
Should there UV[ILLUV\NO chests left H[[OPZWVPU[, the
room remains LTW[`. From now on, no chests are replaced any more.

 [YLHZ\YLJOLZ[Z
in the 6 colors
of the buildings,
1 small playing board:
the treasure chamber
with 3 rooms,
1 bag.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
 OL[YLHZ\YLJOHTILYPZSHPKYLHK`(SS[YLHZ\YLJOLZ[Z
;
HYLWSHJLKPU[OLIHNJOLZ[ZHYL[HRLUV\[VM[OLIHNHUK
WSHJLKPU[OLMPYZ[YVVTVM[OL[YLHZ\YLJOHTILY"[OPZPZ
repeated for the remaining two rooms.

7VPU[ZMVY[YLHZ\YLJOLZ[Z
The color of the chests does UV[WSH`HU` role in the scoYPUN"VUS`[OLX\HU[P[`PZYLSL]HU[
In the first scoring, the player with the most chests is
awarded points according to the scoring chart on the treasure chamber board. In the 2nd and final scoring rounds,
the players with the 2nd and 3rd most chests are awarded
points as in the basic game. If several players have the
same quantity, the same procedure is used as that for
awarding points for buildings.

/V^KVWSH`LYZNL[[OL[YLHZ\YLJOLZ[Z&
This expansion module gives players an additional option
when it is their turn: they can buy treasure chests. This
is in addition to the three options the players have in the
original game: Take some money – Buy and position a
building tile – Redesign their Alhambra. When buying
treasure chests, a player can take the four chests from
any of the rooms in the treasure chamber. To do this,
a player must pay H[SLHZ[ 8 units in HU`JVTIPUH[PVU of
currencies. Note: players KVUV[ get an extra turn if they
pay the exact money!

5V[LZ
r0M[^VWSH`LYZHYLWSH`PUN[YLHZ\YLJOLZ[Z^OPJOHYLUV[
able to be placed are always first passed on to Dirk (our
virtual 3rd player), where they are placed in matching
buildings. Any chests left over are then passed on further.
r0MHI\PSKPUNJVU[HPUPUNHJOLZ[PZYLTV]LK[OLJOLZ[PZ
returned to the bag.
r*OLZ[ZTH`UV[ILWSHJLKVU^VYRLYZO\[Z[1st expansion].

Example: the player whose turn it is wants to buy treasure chests. He
pays 3 units of the orange currency, 3 units of the blue currency and 4
units of the green currency. He takes the 4 treasure chests from any one
of the rooms in the treasure chamber. He does not receive any change.

>OLYLHYL[OL[YLHZ\YLJOLZ[ZW\[&
The treasure chests must be distributed between I\PSK
PUNZVM[OLJVYYLZWVUKPUNJVSVY during the turn in which
they are bought. Only 1 chest can be put in a building at
any one time. A chest can also be put in buildings which
^LYLIV\NO[K\YPUN[OPZ[\YU"JOLZ[ZJHUUV[, however, be
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE MASTER BUILDERS
The THZ[LYI\PSKLYJHYKZ make it easier to redesign an
Alhambra. This is not only an advantage in the original
game. It also makes attractive combinations possible
when playing with other modules such as “workers‘

huts”, “bazaars” or “street trader”. The new possibilities
are rounded off by the fact that these cards can also be
used as money.

Equipment

HJ[PVUH[YLKLZPNUPUN[OLPY(SOHTIYHH[[OLLUKVM[OLPY
[\YUHM[LYWSHJPUNHU`I\PSKPUNZ^OPJOOH]LQ\Z[ILLU
bought). Only 1 master-builder card per turn can be
used for redesigning the Alhambra.

16 master-builder
JHYKZTVUL`
cards in each of the
currencies with an
additional function).

In contrast to normal money cards, master-builder cards
are removed from the game after being played (no matter how they have been used).

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The master-builder cards are shuffled.
,HJOWSH`LYPZNP]LUJHYKZ^P[OV\[[OLZLILPUN
YL]LHSLK[V[OLV[OLYWSH`LYZ,HJOWSH`LYPZ[OLUNP]LU
their starting money.
Seraglio

Tower

When the money cards from the original game are
divided up into five piles, THZ[LYI\PSKLYJHYKZ are
put into [OLYKWPSL and three more into the 5[OWPSL. If
there are WSH`LYZ, only THZ[LYI\PSKLY card is put into
the 5[OWPSL.
Pavilion

0M[OLYLHYLML^LY[OHUWSH`LYZZVTLTHZ[LYI\PSKLY
cards will be left over. They are removed from the game.

Arcades

Example: a player has two master-builder cards (in the yellow currency) and another card (9 units of the yellow currency) in his hand.
He can now buy the purple building or he can keep his master-builder
cards for a later turn.

/V^KVWSH`LYZNL[THZ[LYI\PSKLYJHYKZ&
Players get master-builder cards in the same way they get
other money cards.

5V[LZ

/V^KVWSH`LYZ\ZLTHZ[LYI\PSKLYJHYKZ&
The master-builder cards have [^VKPMMLYLU[M\UJ[PVUZ.

r(TTHY,S:JOH\M[a character card from the 2nd expansion] can be used together with 1 master-builder card at
the end of a turn.

(ZTVUL`
Firstly, each master-builder card is a normal money card
with a value of “3” (in the different currencies). All rules
concerning money (e.g. taking cards with a total value of
HWWS`[V[OLZLJHYKZHZ^LSS
-VYI\PSKPUN
As an alternative to using the cards as money, the
master-builder cards allow a player to have an L_[YH
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE INVADERS
Danger for the Alhambra. 0U]HKLYZ have been sighted!
And what is almost worse is that our points are also in danger,

because buildings which have missing walls are unprotected
and this means that points are deducted.

Equipment

0

0
-1

II

0 0

0
-2

III

0 -1

0
-3

-1

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The invasion cards are shuffled and set aside
face-down. The scout cards are also shuffled
and the [VW[^V cards are then turned face-up.

;OLPU]HZPVUJHYKZ

-3
Chambers

-1

-1

An invasion card shows what direction an
-1 0
0
attack on the Alhambra is coming from. If a
player has building tiles which are unprotected from
this direction (i.e. they are at the edge and unprotected
by a wall), then points are deducted from his score. The
bottom of the invasion card shows how many points are
deducted during the three scoring rounds for each side
of a building which is unprotected.
I

0

II

-2

;OLPU]HZPVU[HRLZWSHJL
Directly after a scoring round, the top invasion card is
turned face-up. It shows what direction the Alhambra is
ILPUNH[[HJRLKMYVT,HJOWSH`LYZ(SOHTIYHPZJVTWHred with the direction of the attack. A player‘s building
tiles are taken to be pointing north (i.e. all roofs always
point north).
0U]HZPVUHM[LY[OLZ[YV\UKVMZJVYPUN
For each side of aI\PSKPUN[PSLPUJS\KPUN[OLZ[HY[PUN
MV\U[HPU which is unprotected from this direction (i.e. it
does not have a wall along the edge), 1 point is deducted
from the player‘s score (but a player‘s score cannot go
below zero).

0
0

III

0 -3

-1
-1

0

-3

-1

-3
Arcades

-1
I

-1

0
Tower

Seraglio

0
0

II

-1 0

0
0

III

-2 0

-1
-1

Seraglio

-3

3rd round of scoring

I

1st round of scoring

PU]HZPVUJHYKZ which
show what direction the
invaders are approaching
from.
ZJV\[JHYKZ which can
be used to scout out the
attacks.

0U]HZPVUHM[LY[OLUKYV\UKVMZJVYPUN
2 points are deducted from the player‘s score for each
unprotected side.
0U]HZPVUHM[LY[OLYKYV\UKVMZJVYPUN
3 points are deducted from the player‘s score for each
side unprotected from the main direction of the attack.
1 further point is deducted for each side which is unprotected from the two neighbouring directions.
-1

Example: the invasion after the 1st round of scoring affects a total
of 3 unprotected sides of this Alhambra. 3 points are deducted from
the player‘s score. After the 3rd round of scoring, the sides which
are adjacent to the main direction of attack are also affected. Twelve
points are deducted in this case.

;OLZJV\[JHYKZ
Anyone who buys a building which matches the face-up
scout card and pays for the building exactly, receives the
scout and can use him to look at the top card of the pile
containing the invasion cards. The invasion card is then
returned to the pile face-down. The used scout card is
removed from the game. 2 new scout cards are turned
after the 1st round of scoring and two more after the
2ndYV\UKVMZJVYPUN"HU`ZJV\[ZZ[PSSS`PUNMHJL\WHYL
removed from the game.

5V[L =HYPH[PVU^P[OMHJL\WPU]HZPVUJHYK
 P[O=PaPLY[1st expansion] and “Abdul Karim, the
>
rich patron” [2nd expansion], the exact money is paid.
This also enables the scout to be used.
The current invasion card is turned face up. The
scouts are not used.
22
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE BAZAARS
(UV[OLY[`WLVMI\PSKPUNQVPUZ[OL(SOHTIYH!
;OLIHaHHYZ. If they are skilfully built into the AlhamIYH[OL`JHUJV\U[MVY\W[VL_[YHWVPU[ZMVYULPNO

bouring buildings of the same color, but only in the last
scoring round.

Equipment

for a bazaar, a player must add up the number of neighbouring buildings of a matching color (a maximum of
8 buildings). BuildingsKPHNVUHSS`HKQHJLU[ to the bazaar
are HSZV counted as neighbouring buildings. A building counts as being of a matching color if the color is
shown on the bazaar. The U\TILY of TH[JOPUNI\PSKPUNZ
neighbouring the bazaar is multiplied by the number of
matching colors involved. This is the number of points
awarded to the player for this bazaar.

8 building tiles which show
KPMMLYLU[IHaHHYZ,HJOIHaHHY
shows one particular type of
currency and the colors of 3
types of building.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The bazaars are placed in the
bag together with the building tiles.

7SH`PUN[OLNHTL
1

If a bazaar is drawn from the bag when the building
market is being filled, it is laid face-up UL_[ to the building market. More building tiles are drawn until there
HYLI\PSKPUNZVU[OLI\PSKPUNTHYRL[
;OLIHaHHYJHUUV^ILIV\NO[Q\Z[SPRLHU`V[OLY
building tile. The coin on the tile shows the J\YYLUJ`
YLX\PYLK
The price is the same as that of the I\PSKPUN[PSL of the
corresponding currency on the building market. A bazaar JHUVUS`ILWHPKMVY^P[O[OLL_HJ[TVUL`. The player
then OHZHUV[OLY[\YU.
)HaHHYZHYLWSHJLKVYYLKLZPNULKQ\Z[SPRL[OLI\PSKPUNZ
MYVT[OLVYPNPUHSNHTL"[OLZHTLY\SLZHWWS`

0

0

Arcades

0

0

Chambers

1
Seraglio

1

1

Seraglio

Tower

Example:
The bazaar has 6 neighbouring
buildings as 2 adjacent areas are
empty. 4 of these buildings are of
a matching color with the bazaar.
There are neighbouring buildings
of all 3 of the bazaar‘s colors. This
produces the following number of
points: 4 buildings x 3 colors = 12
points.
If the purple building in this example were not there, the number of
points awarded would be far lower:
3 buildings x 2 colors = 6 points.

5V[LZ
r(I\PSKPUNJHUPMP[PZZP[\H[LKPU[OLYPNO[WVZP[PVUJV\U[[V^HYKZ
the points awarded for several bazaars.
r;OLU\TILYVMWVPU[ZH^HYKLKMVYHIHaHHYPZUV[ influenced by
walls.
r7VPU[ZHYLUL]LYH^HYKLKMVYULPNOIV\YPUNIHaHHYZHUK^VYRLYZ
huts [1st expansion].
r(U`U\TILY of bazaars can lie VUVMMLY next to the building market.
r0M[OLI\PSKPUN^OPJOPZULLKLK[VKLJPKL[OLWYPJLPZUV[VU[OL
building market (it has just been bought), the corresponding bazaar
JHUUV[ILIV\NO[H[[OH[WVPU[
r<UZVSKIHaHHYZHYLUV[ divided up between players at the end of the
game.
r)HaHHYZJHUILIV\NO[^P[O=PaPLY[1st expansion] and “Abdul Karim, the rich patron” [character card, 2nd expansion].
r0M[OLZ[YLL[[YHKLY[3rd expansion] has to make way for a bazaar, the
citizens may not move into the bazaar. A citizen may be exchanged
as usual.

Pavilion

This bazaar costs 7 units of the yellow currency at the moment.

7VPU[ZMVY[OLIHaHHYZ
Points for bazaars are VUS` awarded in the SHZ[YV\UKVM
ZJVYPUN To decide how many points are to be awarded
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE NEW SCORE CARDS

OVERVIEWS

The 5L^:JVYL*HYKZmodule completely revises the 6
building types from the basic game. The allocation of the
winning points now changes with each individual evaluation.

The overview card provides a synopsis of the building
tiles from the basic game on its front and rear sides. One
overview shows the buildings sorted by their walls, the
other by their prices.

Equipment

Overview for the module:

18 score cards, each with a
different sequence of the
6 building types and
1 points indicator with slots
for holding 3 cards.

;OL7V^LYVM:\S[HU

1st scoring

;OLJHYKZOV^ZHSSI\PS
ding counters sorted by the
structure of the walls.

2nd scoring

The 6 colors represent the 6
building types.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
The 18 score cards are shuffled
face down. 3 cards are picked
at random and placed face up,
one after the other from top to
bottom, into the 3 slots on the
points indicator. The remaining
cards are removed from the game.

3rd scoring
Example: In the
1st scoring, 1 winning
point is awarded for the
majority “Garden” (as
opposed to 5 points in the
basic game).

The numbers in the boxes
indicate the price.

Example:
Chamber 9 with
a wall on the
lower edge of the
counter.

Note: The two score cards from the basic game are included in the
usual manner and trigger the corresponding scoring when they are
drawn.

Overview for the module:

;OL,MMLJ[ZVM[OL5L^:JVYL*HYKZ

;OL(Y[VM[OL4VVYZ

When a scoring occurs, winning points are awarded
for each building type in the same way as in the basic
game, but the value of each building has now changed.
;OLWVPU[ZPUKPJH[VYHUKHKQHJLU[ZJVYLJHYKZOV^[OL
number of points that can be won for each building type.
Where the most points used to be awarded for the
THQVYP[`VM[V^LYZ[OLOPNOLZ[U\TILYVMWVPU[ZJHU
UV^ILNP]LUMVY[OLTHQVYP[`VMZLYHPZMVYL_HTWSL

;OLJHYKZOV^Z[OLI\PSKPUNJV\U[LYZ^P[OHTVUL
tary value of 6 or higher,
sorted by monetary value.
The 6 colors represent the 6
building types.
,HJOIV_HSZVZOV^Z[OL
position of each wall.

Note: The winning points of the score cards and reserve tableaus
of the basic game are not taken into account.

Example:
Tower 10 with a
wall on the
left-hand edge
of the counter.
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE POWER OF SULTAN
With the 7V^LYVM:\S[HU module, the players are given
the option of deliberately acquiring building counters
when it is not their turn.

Equipment

The dice determines the type, however.

The player now picks a symbol, either the one that he/
she threw on the die or the one opposite it on the die
(the covered side). The player must mark one of these
two symbols on the sultan card.

Building die

8 sultan cards,
8 marker cubes,
1 building die with the symbols
of the 6 building types and
Sultan cards
6 overview cards* .

/V^PZHZ\S[HUJHYK\ZLK&
If a building tile is drawn when filling up the builders’
yard (no matter whether during or at the end of the
game), a player with a sultan card on which this building
type is marked can take the counter free of charge and
use it immediately in his/her Alhambra, or keep it in
reserve. The corresponding sultan card is taken out of
the game. If several players have similarly marked sultan
card, the order of play applies, beginning with the player
whose turn it would be next.

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`
Once the money cards from the basic game have been
divided into five stacks, Z\S[HUJHYKZ are shuffled into the
Z[Z[HJRPU[V[OLUKHUKPU[V[OL[OPYK. The marker
cubes and die are laid out next to the builder’s yard.
,HJOWSH`LYPZNP]LUVULV]LY]PL^JHYK

6ULZ\S[HUJHYKPZ[\YULKMHJL\W

Remark: At the end of a turn, it should be ensured that the money
cards are replaced first (by making an evaluation if necessary).
The building counters in the builder’s yard are then replaced.

,HJOYL]LHSLKZ\S[HUJHYKPZWSHJLK
face up next to the building market
(several cards could be available at
the same time). A player then throws
the building die and marks the result
on the card with a cube. More money
JHYKZHYLYL]LHSLK\U[PS[OL[V[HSVM
are face up.
Face-up sultan cards can be bought like buildings (the
option “Buy a building counter”). The purchase price is
7 for each sultan card and the required currency is
indicated on the card. A player The following symbols are
who pays the exact amount gets opposite one another on the
six sides of the building dice.
an extra turn.
The buyer lays out the card face
up in front of him. If the player
does not like the building type
marked on the card, he/she can
remove the cube and throw the
Example: If a player throws the
die again.

If no player with an appropriately marked sultan card
wants the building, it is placed in the builder’s yard which
is then filled up further.

5V[LZ!
r;OLVW[PVU.YHJLVM[OL=PaPLY[1st expansion] can only be used
when necessary after the option “Power of Sultan”.
r5V sultan cards can be bought with a vizier [1st expansion].
r*\YYLUJ`L_JOHUNLJHYKZ[1st expansion], diamonds [2nd expansion]
and coins [3rd expansion] can be used to acquire sultan cards.
r;OLI\PSKPUN[PSLZUL^S`KYH^UI`3HPSH>\UKHIHO[character card
– 2nd expansion] can be acquired by the “Power of Sultan”.

Two players:
r(M[LY[OLMPYZ[[^VL]HS\H[PVUZ+PYRYLJLP]LZI\PSKPUN[PSLZ^OPJO
cannot be taken from him by the “Power of Sultan”.
r(I\PSKPUNHJX\PYLKI`TLHUZVM[OL7V^LYVM[OL:\S[HUJHUIL
given to Dirk.

arcade symbol, he/she must
mark it or the chambers on the
sultan card.
* [See page 24 “New Score Cards” , overview “The power of sultan”]
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE CARAVANSERAI
The *HYH]HUZLYHP is a kind of variable money card.
Its value increases slowly and it can be used at any time.

Equipment

Many different building types as possible are required to
get it, however.

the marker standing where it is.

card back

8 caravanserai cards
8 marker cubes

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

The marked value constitutes money in the appropriately colored
currencies. The full sum can be
used during the game in the same
way as a corresponding money
card.

card front

The 8 cards are placed next to the building market in a
pile, with the marker cubes next to them.

The arrows in the
illustration indicate the
directions in which the
marker can be moved.

Once the money is used, the marker piece is moved back to the “0”
field. The marker can be moved
again at the beginning of the following round.

)\`PUNHJHYH]HUZLYHP
A caravanserai card is acquired in the same manner as a
building tile (using the option “Buy a building counter”.
,HJOWSH`LYJHUI\`HTH_PT\TVMJHYKZ
The price of a card depends on the number of different
building types the player has built in his/her AlhambYHI\PSKPUNZPUYLZLY]LKVUV[JV\U[>P[OI\PSKPUN
[`WLZ[OLJHYKJVZ[Z^P[OMP]L[`WLZHUKPMHSS[`WLZ
are included in the Alhambra, the card costs 2. The price
must be paid in one currency, which can be chosen as
desired. A player who pays the exact sum gets another
turn.

A

B

Starting position of the
marker.

Players who have 2 caravanserai
cards may only move at most
1 marker.
This example shows the flexibility of the caravanserais: If no
piece is moved, the player has
2 ducats and 3 denars at his/her
disposal. Alternatively, Piece A
could also be moved to 2 dirhams or 3 ducats.
If Piece B were to be moved instead, the player would have 3 ducats
or 4 denars.

A player who wants to buy his/her first caravanserai
JHYKT\Z[OH]LI\PS[H[SLHZ[I\PSKPUN[`WLZPU[VOPZOLY
(SOHTIYHH[[OH[WHY[PJ\SHYTVTLU[HUKH[SLHZ[[`WLZ
for the second card (only the 6 building types of the basic
game count).

5V[LZ!
r*HYH]HUZLYHPJHYKZJHUUV[ILIV\NO[V\[VM[\YU^P[OH]PaPLY[1st
expansion].
r0MP[PZHWSH`LYZ[\YUV\[ZPKL[OLUVYTHSZLX\LUJLVMWSH`K\L[V
[OL.YHJLVM[OL=PaPLY[1st expansion] or “Power of Sultan” [5th
expansion], he/she may not move the marker piece on the caravanserai card.
r@HTTLYHK[character card – 2nd expansion]: caravanserais are not
counted with the money cards that the players have in their hand.
r>OLU[OLYLTHPUPUNI\PSKPUN[PSLZH[[OLI\PSKLYZ`HYKHYLKPZ[YPI\
ted among the players who have the most money in the corresponding currency at the end of the game, the current sum of each
caravanserai is counted in with it.

The player buying a caravanserai picks one, lays it out
open and places a marker piece on the “0” field.

<ZPUN[OLJHYH]HUZLYHPJHYKZ
As the first action at the beginning of his/her turn, a player
who has one or two caravanserai cards can move
1 marker one space further.
The marker can only be moved upwards, and outwards at
the branching points, but not back. It is permitted to leave
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This expansion contains four different modules which can
all be combined singly or in combination with the original
game and the modules in the expansions.
Play is still based on the rules of the original game.
Rule changes, additional rules, and new equipment are
explained on the following pages.

THE ART OF THE MOORS
The (Y[VM[OL4VVYZmodule is used to introduce
culture counters into the game.

Equipment

Culture counter,
front …

20 hexagonal culture
counters, 20 marker cubes,
10 docking strips and 6
overview cards*.

They are available for several buildings with the same price
and make it possible to gain more winning points.

… and back
Marker cubes

(KQ\Z[PUN[OLTHYRLYZ[OH[PUKPJH[L[OLU\TILYVM
I\PSKPUNZ

When newly purchased buildings are built into the Alhambra or kept in reserve at the end of a turn, the corresponding marker pieces are updated.

;OL,MMLJ[VM[OL*\S[\YL*V\U[LYZ

.L[[PUNYLHK`[VWSH`

A player who owns culture counters has another option
of play – [OLM\Y[OLYKL]LSVWTLU[VMJ\S[\YLJV\U[LYZ
With this option, all of the player’s own culture counters
are turned counterclockwise by one position. A counter
whose marker piece is standing on the section that points
to the gem on the docking strip is UV[[\YULK any further.

The counters are sorted by the values on their reverse
sides (brown) and laid out in stacks. The marker cubes
HUKKVJRPUNZ[YPWZHYLSHPKV\[[VV,HJOWSH`LYPZNP]LU
an overview card.

;HRPUNJ\S[\YLJV\U[LYZHUKTHYRPUN
A player who owns two or more buildings with the
same price (in the Alhambra or in reserve) and does not
already have a culture counter with the corresponding
price can take one at the end of his/her move along with
a docking strip. If this applies to several prices, the player
can also take the other culture counters with the corresponding prices. (If a player already has docking strips with
free spaces, these should be used first before the player takes
a new one).
,HJOUL^J\S[\YLJV\U[LYPZH[[HJOLK[V[OLKVJRPUNZ[YPW
face up with the value
“0” pointing to the gem.
The player now marks the number of his/her buildings with the
same price by placing a marker on
the corresponding culture counter.
The marker is placed on the
section that shows the corresponding number of small black
squares. If there are more sections of this kind, the marker is
placed on the one with the highest number. This does not cost
any money or constitute a move.

A culture counter whose marker points to the gem may not be turned
any further.

The players receive additional winning points for the culture
counters with every scoring. The number on the culture
counter that points upwards (in the direction of the gem)
indicates the number of points the player is to receive.

5V[LZ!
r6US`[OLI\PSKPUNZMYVT[OLIHZPJNHTLJV\U[
r,HJOWSH`LYTH`VUS`WVZZLZZHTH_PT\TVMVULVMLHJO[`WLVM
culture counter.
r-VYI\PSKPUNZHJX\PYLKV\[ZPKLHWSH`LYZYLN\SHY[\YU[”Vizier“ and
”Sultan“, 1st and 5th expansion] culture counters must be taken
PTTLKPH[LS`^OLYLHWWYVWYPH[LVY[OLTHYRLYT\Z[ILHKQ\Z[LK
r(J\S[\YLJV\U[LYJHUVUS`ILTHYRLK\W[V[OLOPNOLZ[]HS\L
indicated. A player cannot receive more points than the number
shown on the counter.
rAll buildings with the price ”12“ or ”13“ are regarded as buildings
with the same price.
Two players:r+PYRKVLZnot get any culture counters.

* [See page 24 “New Score Cards” , overview “The Art of the Moors”]
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